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Children who have a greater cognitive capacity to sustain attention often perform better in school. Cognitive capacities such as increased attentional control can result from mindfulness training, as shown previously in samples of children. Little is known about the brain activity that links such training to sustained attention in children.

A promising mechanism to test is the functional relationship between areas of the brain that support sustained attention (the Central Executive Network, CEN) and mind wandering (the Default Mode Network, DMN). The activity of these two networks is positively correlated in very young children, and becomes increasingly anticorrelated as children develop the capacity to sustain attention and mature into adulthood.

Bauer et al. [Human Brain Mapping] tested the effects of an in-school mindfulness training on sustained attention performance as well as CEN and DMN brain activity in school children.

The researchers randomly assigned 99 sixth-graders (70% female; 53% Caucasian; average age = 12 years) to in-school mindfulness or computer coding training. Mindfulness classes incorporated 5-15 minutes of mindfulness practice per class, involving attention to breathing, body sensations, sounds, thoughts and emotions. The classes also included didactic mindfulness instruction, group discussion, and instructor feedback.

The coding intervention taught children to use a novel programming language and was designed to train creative thinking, systematic reasoning, and collaborative group work. Both interventions took place 4 times per week in 45-minute sessions across 8 weeks.

All children completed a 15-minute sustained attention task before and after intervention that required them to press a button whenever a digit appeared on a computer screen, except when the digit was the number three. A subsample of 40 children had parental permission for brain imaging, and completed fMRI brain scans measuring CEN and DMN activity while at rest before and after the intervention.

After the intervention, the mindfulness group showed significantly better performance on the computer-based sustained attention task than did the coding group (Cohen’s $f^2 = 0.47$; large effect size). Performance in the coding group significantly declined over time, while the mindfulness group’s performance did not.

Prior to intervention, sustained attention performance correlated significantly with anticorrelations between CEN and DMN ($r = -0.45$) for the combined sample. After intervention, the mindfulness group showed a large and significant increase in CEN-DMN anticorrelation ($f^2 = 0.56$) compared to the coding group. Greater post-intervention improvements in sustained attention significantly correlated with larger CEN-DMN anticorrelations ($r = -0.51$). There was a significant decrease in CEN-DMN anticorrelation in the coding group.

The study shows that in-school mindfulness training helps preserve sustained attention in children, and highlights greater segregation between the CEN and DMN activity as a likely brain mechanism. This is the first study to show a causal link between changes in attentional performance and brain functional connectivity in children. The study is limited by the smaller subset of the sample that completed brain scans.
The over-prescription of opioids for chronic pain is a significant risk factor for drug abuse and addiction. About one-fifth of chronic pain patients double their opioid dosage over the course of two years, and so primary care psychological interventions are needed to reduce the risk of eventual misuse and dependence.

In a previous clinical trial, a mindfulness training program for opioid users reduced pain and opioid dosage in chronic pain patients. Garland et al. [American Psychologist] conducted a secondary analysis of that clinical trial, now examining whether physiological changes in heart rate variability (HRV) predict opioid dose reduction. HRV is the variation of time between each heartbeat and serves as a biomarker for increased autonomic nervous system self-regulation. Greater HRV is associated with relaxation and greater emotional and behavioral self-control.

The researchers randomly assigned 95 primary care patients who were prescribed opioids for the management of chronic musculoskeletal pain (66% female; 90% Caucasian; average age = 57 years) to Mindfulness-Oriented Recovery Enhancement (MORE) or a support group. Both MORE and support groups were delivered once weekly for 2 hours across 8 weeks. MORE included didactics and practice in mindfulness, cognitive reappraisal, and savoring naturally occurring rewards that included 15 minutes a day of home practice in these skills. Emphasis was placed on making the skills relevant to substance abuse, pain, stress reduction and self-regulation. The support group included nondirective counseling, social support, home journaling, and discussions of chronic pain, stigma, and stress.

Daily opioid dosage before and after intervention was assessed using retrospective self-report and prescription data from the medical record. After intervention, HRV was measured via electrocardiogram during a 5-minute baseline recording and a 10-minute mindfulness meditation. The meditation instruction was a simple verbal prompt to attend to thoughts, feelings and sensations in the present without judgment and reactivity, and was the same for MORE participants and controls.

The results showed the MORE group reduced daily opioid dosage significantly more than the support group (Cohen’s d = 1.07). The MORE group decreased their average daily opioid dosage from 66 mgms to 45 mgms, while the support group increased their daily average dosage from 69 mgms to 156 mgms.

The MORE group showed a significantly greater increase in HRV during meditation relative to the rest period (d = .42) than controls. Decreased opioid dosage was partially mediated by the increase in HRV during meditation, suggesting that participants with the largest increases in HRV while meditating showed the largest decreases in opioid daily dose. Daily home practice in the MORE group correlated with reduced opioid dose (r = -.40) and increased HRV (r = .42).

The study shows that a training that includes a significant mindfulness component adapted to reduce the risk of opioid misuse can reduce daily opioid dosage in chronic pain patients. HRV findings suggest that autonomic nervous system activity occurring while meditating might confer greater self-regulation over pain and opioid use. Interpretation of study findings are limited by primary reliance on retrospective self-reports of daily opioid dose. It is also unclear whether increased HRV while meditating is indicative of more state-like autonomic changes that endure over time, or simply reflects that people with prior meditative practice relax more during meditation than people without prior practice.
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